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What happens if someone  

breaks a Domestic 

Violence Order? 
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Can I make arrangements 

for my children without 
going to court? 

Breaking a Domestic Violence Order is against the law. 
Breaking an order is also called breaching a Domestic Violence 
Order. 

 

If you have a Domestic Violence Order for your protection and 
the other person breaks the conditions, you should call the 
police immediately.  

 

If it’s safe to do so, it’s a good idea to keep any evidence, like 
text messages or photos, that show what happened, or write 
down what happened. 

 

The police will investigate.  The other person may be charged 
with breaching the Domestic Violence Order, which is a 
criminal offence. They could also charge the person with other 
criminal offences, depending on what happened. 

 

The court decides what penalty to give a person who is guilty 
of breaking a Domestic Violence Order. Sometimes they can be 
given a fine or sent to jail—it depends on the circumstances. 

 

If you have been charged with breaking a Domestic Violence 

Order, you can get legal advice about this. 

 

Domestic Violence Orders are also known as Intervention Orders, Family Violence 

Orders, Apprehended Domestic Violence Orders or Restraining Orders. 

Whi le  we have  tr ied  to  make the  information  here a s  up -to-date and  accurate  as  
poss ib le,  the law i s  complex  and always  chang ing.  A l l  legal  prob lems are  di f fe rent.  
You should see a  lawyer  to  get  adv ice  about your  problem.  Legal  A id NSW,  National  
Legal  A id and the  Commonwealth Att orney-Genera l’ s  Department are  not  l iab le  for  
any error s  or  omiss ions,  o r  for  any loss  or  damage  that  ar i se s  from any person  who 

rel ies  on  any  information  on  thi s  fact sheet.  Thi s  fac tsheet was deve loped in  2019.  


